Spatial filtering in edge-emitting lasers by intracavity chirped photonic crystals
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In this work, we report an experimental and numerical study of the intracavity spatial filtering in edge-emitting lasers using a chirped photonic crystal (PhC) as the filtering element in the near-field domain. We provide a comprehensive analysis of the near-field PhC filtering scheme and compare it to conventional spatial filtering using a variable width slit in the far-field domain. Using a two-dimensional chirped PhC as a spatial filter, we experimentally demonstrate a brightness enhancement by a factor of 1.3, considering an edge-emitting laser with a 1.5 mm cavity length, consistent with a numerical prediction of brightness enhanced by a factor of 1.7. The experimental results are theoretically confirmed by numerical integration of a spatio-temporal model of the edge-emitting laser. Furthermore, numerical results show that brightness can be further increased over a factor of 2, applying optimized spatial-filtering elements at both the front and rear facets of the lasers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, semiconductor edge-emitting lasers, due to their compactness, reliability, and affordability, represent a competitive light source for a wide range of fields such as medicine, telecom, material processing, consumer electronics, and pumping solid-state lasers, among others. However, while still playing an important role, in high-power regimes they suffer from poor beam quality along the slow axis (horizontal direction). In the far field, the beam has an elliptical shape with the beam along the slow axis being less confined leading to multi-mode emission and to a problematic collimation along this axis. In contrast, the beam along the slow axis is less confined leading to multimode emission and to a problematic collimation along this direction. In the far field, the beam has an elliptical shape with degraded spatial quality that prevents coupling to optical fibers with a small core diameter and low numerical aperture (NA). The absence of any intracavity mode selection mechanism is the reason for the poor beam quality in such lasers. Moreover, for most of the applications, laser diodes are typically operated at a high current level where their electro-optical efficiency is the highest. However, hard pumping induces non-linear effects that excite more spatial modes degrading the beam quality of the laser even more.

There are several demonstrated techniques to improve the beam quality in edge-emitting lasers, such as conventional spatial filtering using off-axis feedback [2], external cavity [3–5], tapered geometry [6], and evanescent spatial filtering [7]. High spatial quality single-mode beams can also be obtained by restricting the width of the active region of a ridge waveguide [8]. All these mentioned methods can improve the beam quality problem by compromising either the laser compactness or its emission power, so they are not suitable for compact and high-power microlasers. An alternative approach consists of modulating the active medium [9], yet it is technologically challenging to be implemented. In order to overcome these limitations, new solutions are needed.

Photonic crystals (PhCs) can be a promising solution due to their compact nature. In one experimental study, it was demonstrated that a high spatial quality beam can be obtained at watt-level power by incorporating the PhC inside the laser cavity of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser [10]. In our work, the PhCs will be used as compact spatial filters to improve the beam...
quality in edge-emitting lasers. The idea of spatial filtering using PhC has been proposed \[11\] and experimentally demonstrated \[12,13\] in transmission schemes. The advantage of the PhC filtering is that it works in a near-field domain, contrary to conventional filters acting in the far-field domain. In an ideal case, designing semiconductor lasers with high spatial beam quality would require placing these compact spatial filters fixed in a monolithic implementation between the front facet and the cavity mirror, avoiding the need for extra space to affect the beam in the far field. PhCs offer advantages in terms of their size to miniaturize the device, for instance, in microlasers. At the current technological level, the use of PhCs in a monolithic implementation still represents a challenging task. To mimic the desired configuration, a simplified approach is followed, in which the PhC is placed at the accessible near-field plane in an extended cavity. The action of the PhC in the near-field area of extended resonator is thus equivalent to its action in the monolithic configuration inside the laser microcavity. In a previous study, the first proof of spatial filtering in edge-emitting lasers using an intracavity PhC was provided \[14\].

In this work, we present a detailed numerical and experimental study of PhC spatial filtering in edge-emitting lasers. As a first step, we compare the results of such PhC spatial-filtering schemes with a conventional filtering in the far-field domain using an intracavity slit. Along with spatial filtering, the brightness enhancement is the main motivation of this work. We numerically analyze and experimentally demonstrate beam profile improvement by measuring the beam quality factor, $M^2$, and simultaneous brightness enhancement of the emitted beam. We also propose an optimized scheme to improve the brightness enhancement by using the multiple filtering elements at the front and rear laser facets.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The spatial-filtering performance of chirped PhCs in edge-emitting lasers is explored using an extended cavity scheme. The actual experimental setup consists of an anti-reflection (AR) coated laser, microcylindrical fast axis collimator (FAC), two pairs of cylindrical lenses to create conjugate planes, and a feedback mirror. The front facet of the laser is AR coated ($R < 0.01\%$), while the back facet has reflectivity of 95%. The active length of the laser diode chip is 1.5 mm while the transverse width is 400 $\mu$m. The operating wavelength was 970 nm at a driving current of 3 A and the total emitted power of 1.24 W in continuous wave (CW) mode. Throughout the experiment, all the measurements were performed by driving the laser in pulsed mode (50 Hz, 25% duty cycle).

The high divergence emission along the fast axis is collimated using a high NA (0.8) FAC microlens, with a focal length of 590 $\mu$m. A double 4- $f$ plano-convex cylindrical lens system, acting along the slow axis, is used to create two conjugate planes of the emitter facet plane. The lenses $L_1-L_2$ and $L_3-L_4$ are arranged in a confocal arrangement forming the self-imaging cavity, which returns the same field to the same position after one round trip. The focal length of lenses $L_1-L_4$ is $f = 50$ mm, and all the lenses used are AR coated for near-infrared wavelength. The chirped PhC filter is placed at the first conjugate plane, plane B in Fig. 1(c), and the laser cavity mirror is located at the second conjugate plane, plane D in Fig. 1(c). The reflectivity of the mirrors used varies between 4% and 8% in one side and having an AR coating on the other side. Lasing at the lowest threshold current is achieved by carefully tuning the mirror. The total length in this extended cavity configuration is around 400 mm. This setup allows for the characterization of the effect of spatial filtering using either the chirped PhC in plane B or a conventional intracavity filter slit at the Fourier plane, plane C.

![Fig. 1.](image-url) (a) Emission from an edge-emitting laser with high divergence (but single mode) along fast axis ($y$) and lower divergence multimode emission along the slow axis ($x$). (b) Monolithic integrated PhC filtering scheme in compact cavity configuration. (c) The experimental setup of the laser in the extended cavity spatial filtering in a double 4- $f$ configuration. FAC is the fast axis collimator, lenses $L_1-L_4$ are plano-convex cylindrical lenses acting in the horizontal (slow axis) plane with focal length $f$. Each 4- $f$ imaging system performs a Fourier transform, followed by an inverse Fourier transform. Planes B and D are conjugate planes of the emitter facet plane, while planes A and C are the corresponding Fourier planes. The mirror on plane D has a variable reflectivity (from 4% to 8% reflection).
in Fig. 1(c), in the same setup. The improvement of the output laser beam is studied by measuring the power, the spectrum, the $M^2$ factor, and the laser near- and far-field profiles.

The beam profiles at the output of the laser (near field) or at the focal plane of an external lens (far field) are recorded by imaging the profiles into a CCD camera with proper magnification. The $M^2$ factor is measured focusing the beam by a 100 mm focal length plano-convex lens and imaging the beam transverse distribution in a CCD camera (Spiricon SP620U) at different planes (around 15 data points) along the propagation axis over a distance much larger than the Rayleigh range. The 4σ (second-moment) beam diameter is measured which defines four times the standard deviation of the spatial distribution of the beam intensity profile evaluated in the transverse direction.

The obtained data is fitted with the beam propagation equation to accurately measure the $M^2$ value. This measurement together with the output power is used to obtain the corresponding brightness $B = \frac{P}{\lambda P_0}$, where $P$ is the output power, $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength, and $M^2_x$ and $M^2_y$ are the corresponding $M^2$ factors along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

3. NUMERICAL MODEL FOR THE EDGE-EMITTING LASERS

With the aim of numerically simulating the edge-emitting semiconductor lasers, we present a simplified model, which includes spatio-temporal evolution of the intracavity field and carriers. Edge-emitting lasers are generally described by stationary models for the electromagnetic fields and carriers [15] and also by simplified mean field models including temporal evolution [16]. For a precise description, a complete model is used by solving Maxwell’s equations for the forward/backward fields propagating within the cavity, together with Bloch equations for the carrier’s inversion [17]. Here, we develop a different approximation, by separately integrating the field propagation in space and the slow variation of carrier inversion in time [18]. This simplified model, which takes advantage of the different time scales of the optical field evolution (round trip is of the order of picoseconds) and relaxation of the inversion (lifetime in the order of nanoseconds), turns out to be much faster as compared with the complete model [16], and it has provided reasonable results for amplifiers and lasers.

In our method, every integration step combines the field propagation in one-cavity round trip assuming constant carriers and, subsequently, the temporal integration of carriers considering a constant field. The temporal evolution of the electromagnetic field, composed by the forward, $A^+$, and backward, $A^-$, fields and the two-dimensional distribution of carriers, $N$, is modeled by the following equations:

$$\pm \frac{\partial A^\pm}{\partial z} = \frac{i}{2k_0n} \frac{\partial^2 A^\pm}{\partial x^2} + s [(1 - i h) N - (1 + \alpha)] A^\pm,$$

$$\pm \frac{\partial N}{\partial t} = \gamma (-N - (N - 1) |A|^2 + p_0 + DV^2 N), \quad (1)$$

where $|A|^2 = |A^+|^2 + |A^-|^2$, $k_0$ is the wavevector, $n$ is the refractive index, $s$ is interaction parameter inversely proportional to the light matter interaction length, $h$ is the Henry factor (linewidth enhancement factor of the semiconductor), $\alpha$ corresponds to losses, $\gamma$ is the carrier’s relaxation rate, $p_0$ is the pump, and $D$ is the carrier diffusion. The material polarization of the semiconductor is adiabatically eliminated, as usual for class B lasers.

The system of Eq. (1) is completed by the boundary conditions, where the field components, $A^+$ and $A^-$, are related by the corresponding relations: $A^- (x, z = L, t) = r_L A^+ (x, z = L, t); \quad A^+ (x, z = 0, t) = r_0 A^- (x, z = 0, t)$, where $L$ is the laser resonator length and $r_0$ and $r_L$ are the corresponding reflection coefficients of the cavity mirrors at $z = 0$ and $z = L$, respectively, see Fig. 2. The delay of the fields in the feedback is

![Fig. 2](image-url)  
**Fig. 2.** Intensity of the fields within the laser for (a) forward field intensity, (b) backward field intensity, (c) total field, and (d) temporal evolution of the output intensity. Integration parameters: $p_0 = 2.0$, width = 400 μm, length = 1500 μm, $\alpha = 0.1$ μm$^{-1}$, $h = 2.0$, $s = 0.04$ μm$^{-1}$, $k_0 = 2$ μm$^{-1}$, $D = 0.03$ cm$^2$/s, and $n = 3$. 

not taken into account (as in Lang-Kobayashi model [19]), due to slowness of the population inversion.

We preliminarily analyze an edge-emitting laser with the parameters corresponding to an experimentally used laser, as proof of the numerical model, before considering the PhC filtering effects. The laser is modeled by the system of Eq. (1), calculating a forward propagating field, $A^+$, see Fig. 2(a), a backward propagating field, $A^-$, Fig. 2(b), and total field, $A$, see Fig. 2(c). The spatio-temporal integration exhibits both inhomogeneous and multimode spatial and unstable temporal behaviors see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The sufficiently good agreement with the experiment results permits one to use the model for the spatial-filtering simulation.

4. SPATIAL FILTERING BY AN INTRACAVITY SLIT

We study first the conventional spatial filtering using an intracavity slit positioned in the far-field domain. A well-calibrated slit with variable width and incremental step size of 0.5 mm centered at the optical x-axis is used for the experiment. While the spatial-filtering technique can be implemented outside the cavity in a single transmission scheme, the resulting power reduction for such a scheme does not bring any enhancement in brightness. The slit acts in the slow axis by laterally blocking the beam and, when placed at the Fourier plane, plane $C$ in Fig. 1(c), serves as a spatial filter that introduces strong losses to higher-order transverse modes. The slit has a variable width, ranging from 6.5 mm to 1 mm corresponding to an angular transmission range between 65–10 mrad. As we start to close the slit, the higher-order transverse modes are suppressed, and for a slit width of 1 mm, only the lowest-order transverse modes are allowed to lase. The $M^2$ of the unfiltered laser increases from 33–62 with an increase in pump current from 2–5 A. Since the aim of this work is to increase the brightness when filtering out the most divergent modes, we also define the relative brightness as the ratio between the brightness of the emitted beam with spatial filtering (either with the slit or with the PhC) and brightness without any filtering ($B_o$) scheme: $B_{\text{filtered}}/B_o$.

As expected, the output power is reduced when reducing the slit width, but the simultaneous reduction of the $M^2$ factor allows for enhancing the beam quality and the beam brightness. In addition, we explored the role of different parameters, in particular, the effect of the reflectivity of the feedback mirror and of the pump current, on the filtering performance of the edge-emitting laser. We have used three different reflectivities of the feedback mirror (4%, 6%, and 8%). We limit the reflectivity to 8% to avoid the possibility of causing catastrophic optical mirror damage to the laser facet [20]. By increasing the reflectivity of the feedback mirror, different effects are observed: the optical load at the out-coupling facets increases, the photon density is enhanced within the cavity, and the transverse far-field profile also changes because of the excitation of higher-order modes, whereas the near-field pattern remains unchanged. For the 4% reflectivity mirror, the threshold current is 1.3 A, and the output optical power is 0.31 W (1.24 W in CW mode) at 3 A (2.3 times the threshold intensity, $I_{\text{th}}$) measured in pulsed mode with a repetition rate of 50 Hz and a duty cycle of 25%, while for the 8% reflectivity mirror, the threshold current drops to 1.2 A giving an optical power 0.36 W (1.44 W in CW) for same pump current. The wavelength peak shifts toward the right-hand side by 1.2 nm when changing the reflectivity of the mirror from 4% to 8% at 3 A of pump current. The maximum current applied to our edge-emitting laser was 5 A.

In the numerical model, we add the slit as a transverse wavenumber cutoff filter in the Fourier space, positioned close to the front mirror. The cutoff wavenumber that simulates the slit goes from 0.25–0.5 µm$^{-1}$, which corresponds to a divergence from 70–10 mrad.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the transmitted output power as a function of the width of the variable slit for different pumping currents in the experiments (a) and numerical simulations (b). The maximum power is recorded with no slit inside the extended cavity, decreasing as the width of the slit is reduced. Similar behavior is observed both in simulation and experiment.

By increasing the pump current, the changes in the beam are better distinguished in the far field, while the near field always presents strongly modulated and essentially unaltered profiles. The simulated output profiles are obtained by averaging thousands of integration round-trips to be compared with the experimental ones. Even though experimental and simulated far fields show some discrepancies, these could be attributed to the model simplification [21]. As we increase the pump current, the output optical power increases along with the $M^2$-factor due to excitation of more spatial modes. To evaluate the effect of slit filtering, we experimentally measured and numerically calculated the increase in the brightness of the output beam for lasers with the same dimensions and analog working situations. We observe that the absolute brightness continues to increase when pump current is increased, however, the relative brightness decreases.

![Fig. 3](image-url)

**Fig. 3.** Dependence of the output power with the slit width. (a) Experimental measurement and (b) numerical simulation. In numerical simulation, the pump current is normalized to threshold current. Experimental powers correspond to pulsed emission (50 Hz, 25% duty cycle).
Fig. 4. Relative brightness as a function of the slit aperture and normalized pump current. The pump current is normalized to the threshold current. Comparison of the (a) experimental and (b) numerical results of relative brightness for 1.5 mm cavity length and 400 µm width edge-emitting laser. Both figures provide the cross-sections at the maximum relative brightness following the dashed lines. The reflectivity of feedback mirror is 4% in this case. The lines are a guide for the eye.

After an optimum value is achieved. This maximum value corresponds to the aperture of 30 mrad at a normalized pump current of 3 (normalizing to the threshold current). Similar results were observed by changing the reflectivity of the laser cavity mirrors from 4%–8%. The numerical results are obtained by integrating Eq. (1), including a slit filter in the front facet. The experimental results in Fig. 4(a) and the numerical simulations in Fig. 4(b), show the same tendency. The maximum relative brightness is of the order of 2.2 in both cases and occurs at similar apertures, around 25 mrad and for a normalized pump current close to 3.

5. PHOTONIC CRYSTAL FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The used PhC is a compact two-dimensional periodic structure inscribed on a N-BK7 glass substrate with broadband anti-reflective coating on both sides by a tightly focused pulsed femtosecond Bessel beam [22]. The Bessel beam is generated using an ultraviolet fused silica axicon with an apex angle of 179° and illuminating it with a collimated Gaussian intensity profile pulsed (200 fs) laser beam with a diameter of 2w = 5.3 mm (at 1/e²), 1030 nm wavelength, pulse repetition rate of 25 kHz, and 8 µJ pulse energy. The geometry of the fabricated PhC structures is characterized by the transverse and longitudinal lattice constants d⊥ and d∥, respectively. The PhC used in our case is a longitudinally chirped structure, meaning that the period along the beam propagation direction (z) is linearly varied. We characterized our structure by defining the geometry factor \( Q = 2d⊥^2 n / \lambda d∥ \), which is related to the filtering angle \( \sin \alpha = \lambda (Q - 1) / 2d⊥n \). The Bessel beam fabricated two-dimensional PhC structure has a transverse period \( d⊥ = 3 \mu m \) and is chirped along the z-direction in the range of \( 1.10 \leq Q \leq 1.60 \) with a number of periods \( N_p = 60 \) and an aperture of \( 2.85 \times 2.3 \) mm². The PhC fabrication process and the fabricated structure are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Before testing the PhC inside the resonator, we measured its angular transmission. These measurements are compared with the numerical results using the same parameters. The numerical model uses the split-step method, calculates scattering on a phase mask (corresponding to the refractive-index-modulated

Fig. 5. (a) Simplified schematics illustrating the PhC fabrication using the pulsed Bessel beams. The crystal is fabricated in a glass substrate (n = 1.52) illuminating along the vertical y-direction and scanning along the z-direction. (b) Top and facet view of fabricated chirped structure illustrating the geometry [14]. Such a structure spatially filters the Gaussian incident probe beam incident from the left and propagating along the z-direction.
layer, and diffractive propagation between the layers). The propagation over the crystal is simply the multiplication of matrices of scattering and propagation [23]. The parameters used for this numerical study were \(1.10 \leq Q \leq 1.60, N_p = 60\). The measured and calculated transmission profiles are shown in Fig. 6.

6. INTRACAVITY PhC SPATIAL FILTERING

The PhC is placed inside the cavity in the accessible near-field plane, plane B in Fig. 1(c), at the focal plane of lens 2 \(L_2\). The field at this plane is an image 1:1 of the field at the front facet of the emitter. The PhC is mounted on a three-axis stage and carefully arranged inside the cavity. The beam width (second-moment width or \(D_4\sigma\)) at this plane along the slow axis is measured to be 450 \(\mu\)m, which allows entering the whole beam inside the crystal. Aside, we simulate the PhC spatial filtering with the same experimental conditions obtaining a good agreement for both, with and without PhC. The chirped PhC is introduced in numerical simulations as a transmission function in the near field, emulating a compact edge-emitting laser with an integrated PhC, for both counter-propagating fields, \(A^+\) and \(A^-\). The considered transmission function is the one extracted from the experimental measurements shown in Fig. 6(c). The experimental and numerical far-field distribution with and without PhC are provided in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. We observe a clear correspondence between experimental and numerical field profiles, cutoff angles, and corresponding divergences. We characterized the output beam by measuring the \(M^2\) value and brightness and studied the filtering performance of the PhC as a function of the pump current. The pump current is normalized to threshold pump current and is varied from

![Fig. 7.](image-url) Effect of the chirped PhC spatial filtering on the far-field profiles. Comparison of the experimental results (left) versus numerical simulations (right). (a)/(b) Experimental/numerical far-field beam profile. The red curves correspond to the original field, while the blue curves show PhC spatial-filtering beam profile. A clear agreement between the experimental and numerical results was observed. Integration parameters: laser width = 400 \(\mu\)m, laser length = 1500 \(\mu\)m, \(\alpha = 0.1 \, \mu\text{m}^{-1}\), \(b = 2.0\), \(\tau = 0.04 \, \mu\text{m}^{-1}\), \(k_0 = 2 \, \mu\text{m}^{-1}\), \(D = 0.03 \, \text{cm}^2/\text{s}\), and \(n = 3\). The dashed horizontal lines correspond to the \(1/e^2\) value.
Fig. 8. Brightness and relative brightness, with and without the chirped PhC, as a function of the normalized pump current ranging from 1.5 to 4. Comparison of the experimental results (left column) versus numerical simulations (right column). (a)/(b) Experimental/simulated brightness. The red lines correspond to the brightness in the unfiltered case. (c)/(d) Experimental/simulated relative brightness. The same transmission profile is used on both experimental and numerical (taken from fig. 6). Integration parameters are as in Fig. 6. The lines are a guide for the eye.

1.5 to 4. The $M^2_x$ reduces from 47 to 25 at a normalized pump current of 2.3 where output power loss is minimum. At higher pump current, we observed reduction in $M^2_x$ with loss in the output power. While the brightness of the unfiltered laser increases linearly with pump current, as shown by the straight (red) lines in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), the brightness with the PhC filtering action initially increases and then stabilizes for larger pump current values. The maximum in the absolute brightness is observed at normalized pump currents around 2.5 and remains at similar values as we further increase the pump current. Simulations show a stronger brightness enhancement around a normalized pump current value of two. The plots of the relative brightness clearly show a maximum enhancement brightness of 30% at a normalized pump current around 2.3 for experiments whereas for simulations, a 70% maximum enhancement is obtained for a normalized pump of 2, see Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). The smaller pump current dependence in experiments can be attributed to thermal effects inside the cavity that restrict the filtering of higher-order modes whereas this effect is not considered in simulations.

7. NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE FILTERING

The brightness enhancement is the main motivation of this work which can be further improved in simulations by optimizing the PhC as well as modifying the intracavity filtering scheme.

Spatial filters based on slits provide extremely convenient transmission functions due to the total extinction of high spatial orders while central modes experience no losses. We optimize the intracavity chirped PhC by adjusting the main parameters, i.e., the geometry factor $Q$, the chirping (range of $Q_1 < Q < Q_2$ along the PhC), and the number of periods ($N_p$) to obtain a transmission function approaching that of the slit. Additionally, the PhC transmission function can be softened to promote intracavity beams approaching Gaussian profiles with smaller $M^2$ values, see Fig. 9(a) and the inset of Fig. 9(b). Relative brightness enhancements of 150% are achieved for a normalized pump current about 2, see Fig. 9(b).

Although up to here we considered a single intracavity filter, i.e., PhC, located between the output facet and the front mirror as in Fig. 10(b), or, equivalently, a slit located at the corresponding far-field plane, other feasible schemes can be numerically studied as well. Next, we consider different configurations where the PhC is located either at the rear mirror, see Fig. 10(a), front mirror as in Fig. 10(b) or simultaneously at both mirrors as on Fig. 10(c); Fig. 10(d) provides the comparison of the brightness enhancements for the optimized PhC of Fig. 9, from all these configurations, and a slit with various apertures of Fig. 9.

We observed that schemes with spatial filtering at the rear mirror always show smaller relative brightness than those with spatial filtering at the front mirror, while simultaneous filtering at both mirrors achieves the highest relative brightness. Slightly smaller values are attained for the optimized PhC located at the front and rear mirror while simultaneous PhCs at both mirrors reaches the maximum relative brightness enhancement of 180% even higher than the slit case.
Fig. 9. (a) Output beam profile for the optimized chirped PhC (green), slit (red) and no intracavity filter (blue). (b) Relative brightness for the optimized PhC as a function of the normalized pump current, ranging from 1.5 to 4. The inset in (b) provides the comparison for the transmission function for the optimized PhC with parameters $Q = 1.14$, $dQ = 0.25$, and $N_p = 73$ (green curve) and the transmission function of a 25 mrad slit (red curve). The rest of numerical parameters are the same as in previous figure. The lines are a guide for the eye.

Fig. 10. Scheme of an integrated compact cavity configuration, with the filtering element (in the figures a PhC) at: (a) rear facet, (b) front facet, and (c) both facets. (d) Optimized filtering performance as compared to the slit. The figure shows the relative brightness as a function of the slit aperture for a pump current of $p_0 = 2.5$. The horizontal lines correspond to the chirped PhC filtering results for the proposed configurations: (a) in black, (b) in red, and (c) in blue. The rest of parameters are the same of Fig. 6. The lines are a guide for the eye.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate spatial filtering in edge-emitting semiconductor lasers both experimentally and numerically. Experiments were performed in an extended cavity configuration using an intracavity two-dimensional chirped PhC at the near-field plane and comparing it to a variable width slit in the far-field plane. The PhC filtering scheme is advantageous as it allows the miniaturization of the filtering system within a compact laser configuration. We determine that using the PhC, the beam quality parameter $M_2^x$ is reduced by a factor of 1.8, bringing along a brightness increase by a factor of 1.3. The experimental results are in good agreement with the numerical simulations provided by a spatio-temporal model of the compact edge-emitting laser. Moreover, we numerically optimize the intracavity chirped PhC by approaching its transmission function to the one of a slit. For such an optimized PhC, we numerically achieve an enhancement of the relative brightness over 200% showing it may be even higher than the filtering performance of a slit. Further improvement may be achieved by exploring different spatial-filtering schemes using the PhC by placing it at both mirrors. These findings demonstrate that intracavity PhC filtering may render edge-emitting lasers bright light sources while keeping their compactness.
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